INTRODUCTION
The modular polynomials 8 m of order m for elliptic curves are known to have large coefficients as m gets large. In [12, 13] , Mahler began to investigate the rate of growth of coefficients of modular polynomials for elliptic curves and gave a number of upper bounds for the growth of the coefficients of modular polynomials. Cohen took up this problem in [6] and gave the order of magnitude for the heights of the coefficients of the modular polynomials. Define the height h(8 m ) to be the maximum among the logarithm of the absolute value of the coefficients of 8 m . Cohen where m is any integer with m 1 and }(m)= p | m p &1 log p. Their results have applications in recent developments of transcendence theory [3] .
In this paper we look at an analogous situation in a function field over finite fields. The role played by elliptic curves is now replaced by rank 2 Drinfeld modules. Using the j-invariant function for Drinfeld modules which is a modular function for GL 2 For the definition of (m), see Section 2 and for }(m), see Lemma 3.5. We briefly outline the organization of this paper in the following.
For the convenience of the reader we first recall the definition of modular polynomials 8 m (X, Y) for Drinfeld modules. The degree of the j-invariant j(z) for Drinfeld modules is given in terms of the imaginary distance |z| i (see Section 2 for definition) of z in Lemma 2.3. This lemma is analogous to the classical case that the dominate term of log |J(x+iy)| is proportional to y provided y is large enough, where J(x+iy) is the elliptic J-invariant function.
Section 3 is essentially the technical preparation for the main result. We gather some elementary properties of the Farey sequence in a function field. These properties have been studied in [10, Sect. 4] . The purpose is to use the technique of Farey dissection in the estimation of the sum S d (see Lemma 2.2) .
The main computation is in Section 4, especially in Proposition 4.3; it involves the Farey dissection established in Section 3 and counting rational functions subjected to certain diophantine conditions. Finally, applying results in Section 4 and a basic interpolation technique (Lemma 5.1) we deduce the main theorem in Section 5.
PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
The following notations will be used throughout this paper. For polynomial F in several variables with coefficients in C , we define the height h(F ) of F to be 
where the above sum is over all monic divisors of m and e d =(d, mÂd ). Also, the Euler's , function is defined by the formula
The rank two Drinfeld A-modules over C are determined by the polynomial
where g, 2 # C , 2{0. The j-invariant is defined by formula j(,)= g q+1 Â2 which is a modular function invariant under GL 2 (A) on H. In fact, the j-function parameterizes isomorphism classes of rank two Drinfeld modules over C . Moreover, the map j: HÂGL 2 (A) [ C is a rigid analytic isomorphism (see, for example, [7, 9] ). The Drinfeld primitive modular polynomial 8 m (X, Y) is given by the formula 
In the sequel we set 8 m, y (X)=8 m (X, y) for any given y by viewing 8 m, y (X) as a polynomial in X. Our first lemma is to express the height of 8 m, y (X) in terms of y.
Lemma 2.2. Given any z # H we put y= j(z). Then h(8 m, y )= :
ad=m, and the sum is over all b for which
Proof. This follows from the fact that the height of a polynomial defined above is a valuation on polynomial ring. See, for example, [11, Chap. 3, Proposition 2.1]. K By Lemma 2.2, one needs to study the growth of j-invariants under the fractional linear transformation z [ (az+b)Âd. In the following, the j-invariant is expressed in terms of the Carlitz exponential (see [1, 4] for more detailed discussion). The exponential map of the Carlitz module over C is
The function w(z) plays the same role as e 2?i{ does in the classical elliptic J function. The question of the growth of Drinfeld modular function j(z) in terms of w(z) has been studied in [4] . We list the formulae we need in the following without stating the full assertion. For the interested reader see [4, Lemmas 2.6.1 and 2.6.9]. In the sequel we assume that z # H.
(1) Suppose z is normalized under the action of GL 2 (A) such that |z| = |z| A . Put n=Wmax[log q |z| A , 0]X, where WxX is the least integer that is greater than or equal to x. Then
for some`# C such that |`| <1.
for some`# C with |`| <max(1, |T q w(z) q&1 |).
1+= is a constant determined by |z| i .
Proof. Let z satisfy the specified condition that |z| i >1. By the definition of A-modules and imaginary distance, we clearly have the inequality |z| A |z| i >1. Thus, z # R and (4) holds. By (4), there exists a`# C with
On the other hand, there exists an : # K so that |z| i = |z&:| and there exists an a # A such that |:&a| <1. We have |z&a| = |z&:| = |z| i since |z&:| >1> |:&a|. Moreover,
Put z$=z&a. It follows |z$|= |z| i and Wdeg(z$)X=Wlog q |z| i X=n 1. As j(z) is a function invariant under the action of GL 2 (A) we have j(z)= j(z$). Note that |z$| = |z$| A and by (2)
It follows from the definition of = that 0 =<1 and
Set C = =(1&=+(=Âq)) q 1+= and the lemma follows. K Remark 1. Let J(z) denote the elliptic j-invariant function. Write z=x+iy where y=I(z)>0 is the imaginary part of z. Then one can deduce that log max(1, |J(z)|)=2?y+O (1) provided y 1Â2 (see, for example, [6, Lemma 2] ). Now it is clear that Lemma 2.3 is an analogue of this result in the case of function fields.
FAREY SEQUENCE
We shall follow part of the line in [6, Sect. 3] using Farey dissection in a function field to evaluate a certain sum in the next section. We collect here some elementary properties of Farey sequence in a function field.
Some of these properties have already been given in [10, Sect. 4] . For the purpose of our application, our terminology and statements may be different from those in [10] .
We first establish a counting lemma in K which will be used in this paper. Proof. Since by assumption f | d, we may express w as a fraction cÂd for some c # A. Consider the inequality
Assume vÂu has expansion
Let l be the degree of d and d=T l +: l&1 T l&1 + } } } +: 0 with : i # F q . Then the inequality becomes
By comparing degrees, the conclusion follows. K Define the following sequence F n which is an analogue on a rational function field of the classical Farey sequence.
Definition 2. Let n be a positive integer. The Farey sequence F n of order n is the set of rational functions
We use 0Â1 to represent 0 in F n and agree that the denominator f of gÂf # F n is monic. Also, by convention, we set F 0 =[0Â1]. For any gÂ f # F n , n 1, there exists one rational function vÂu # F n which is different from gÂ f and is closest to gÂ f. We call vÂu a neighbor (of order n) of gÂ f. We have the following Lemma 3.2. Let n be positive integer and let gÂ f # F n be any element of the Farey sequence. Suppose that vÂu # F n is a neighbor of gÂ f. Then
Proof. Let vÂu be any element of F n different from gÂf. Then the following inequalities hold
Let u, v # A be any polynomial such that gu& fv=1.
Therefore, vÂu is a neighbor of gÂ f by (5) and the distance between these two is as asserted. K
By Lemma 3.2, D n (gÂ f ) does not contain any element of F n other than gÂ f.
The following lemma which is due to Carlitz [5, Eq. (3.11)] will be needed in Proposition 3.4. 
Proof. As the assertion is true for n=0 we assume n 1. By Lemma 3.2 the sets D n (gÂ f ) with gÂ f # F n are mutually disjoint. It suffices to show that these small discs cover the open unit disc D 1 =[z # K | |z| <1]. D 1 has measure 1Âq while the total measure of all D n (gÂ f ), gÂ f # F n , equals
which is the measure of D 1 . Therefore, D n ( gÂ f ), gÂ f # F n must cover D 1 and the assertion follows. K
The following lemma (cf. [6, Lemma A1.]) will be used in Proposition 4.4. In the sequel, the big O-notations are in the usual sense.
Lemma 3.5. For any non-constant polynomial m # A we have
where }(m)= P | m deg(P)Â|P| and the sum is over all monic irreducible factors of m.
Proof. Let F(m) denote the left hand side of the equality and define
We first consider the case that m=P l a power of irreducible polynomial. Put &=deg(P). Then
Thus,
Since the number of degree & monic irreducible polynomials is certainly less than q & and the sum &=1 &q && =q &1 Â(1&q &1 ) 2 , we conclude that
F(m)= (m)(}(m)+O(1)). K
Note that the implicit constant in O(1) of the proposition is an absolute constant. In fact, taking the constant to be 4 will be enough.
ESTIMATING THE SUM OF DEGREES OF j-INVARIANTS
Recall the definition of modular polynomials, (d ), (a, b, d )=1. By Lemma 2.2, to estimate the height of 8 m, y (X) with y= j(') for a given ' # H, one needs to compute
where ad=m. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.3, the degree of j(z) can be determined in terms of |z| i as long as |z| i >1. In this section we shall compute S d by assuming that |'| i is bounded in the range that Lemma 2.3 is applicable.
Let ' # H be such that |'| i >1. We further assume that |'| = |'| i . We will restrict ' so that 0<deg(')<1 and write deg(')=1&= with ={0. Note that since |z(b)| i = |a'Âd | and the degrees of a, d are integers, the constant C = =(1&=+(=Âq)) q 1+= is independent of b. Summing over b gives
Observe that the cardinality of b satisfying (b, d, mÂd )=1 is equal to (|d |Â|e| ) ,(e) with e=(d, mÂd ). It follows
The remaining case is that |d | (|m'|)
1Â2
. Note that Lemma 2.3 is not applicable in this case. This is the case in which the Farey dissection is needed. The idea is to find a suitable # # GL 2 (A) so that |#(z(b))| i >1 and compute the degree of j (#(z(b) ). First, we set N=[deg(d (m') &1Â2 )] 0 where [x] denotes the largest integer which is less than x. By Proposition 3.4 there is an element vÂu # F N such that |bÂd&vÂu| 1Â(|u| q N+1 ). Before we compute S d in this case, we show how to find such # and determine the degree of j (#(z(b) )) in the following lemma. with det #=1 and
where C x =(1&x+xÂq) q 1+x for any real number x, 0 x<1.
Proof. By definition, we have (u, v)=1; therefore, there exist r, s # A such that ru&sv=1. Set #= \ s u &r &v+ .
Then det #=1. The basic property of imaginary distance gives
Since a'Âd does not have cancellation with any element of K and by the property of nonarchimedean valuation, we see that
COEFFICIENTS OF MODULAR POLYNOMIALS
Also, we have |z(b)| i =q &n&= for some nonnegative integer n where n=2N or 2N+1.
If |z(b)| i |bÂd&vÂu| then
The last inequality is due to the fact that ={0. is its prime decomposition into the product of (monic) irreducible polynomials P i . Then
A basic property of the Mo bius +-function is the so-called inclusionexclusion principle. Let m # A be a monic polynomial. Then
where the sum is over all monic divisor of m; We now begin to compute S d for the second case.
where e=(d, mÂd ).
Proof #(z(b) ))>0 by (6) . Hence the sum S d can be divided as
We start with computing the inner sum. Using the property of the Mo bius + function, the inner sum is converted into
Note that the imaginary distance of z(cf ) is equal to |z(b)| i = |a'Âd |. Also, we have |z(b)| i =|a'Âd | =q &n&= for some nonnegative integer n. Consider the following two cases.
and f | a, we have
By Lemma 3.1, the number of elements cfÂd # D n (vÂu) is equal to |d|Â(| f | q n ). By Lemma 4.2, it follows
(ii) |z(b)| i <1Âq n |cfÂd&vÂu| 1Â(|u| q N+1 ). Note that we must have q n |u| q N+1 and hence n N+1>0. Therefore, we may set |u| q N+1 =q n&s for some nonnegative integer s. To evaluate the sum, we need to count the number of elements cfÂd such that |cfÂd&vÂu| =1Âq n&l , 0 l s. Note that we still have |d |Â(q n&l | f |)>1Âq for all l, &1 l s. Applying Lemma 3.1, the number of such elements is equal to (|d| (q&1))Â(| f | q n&l ) for all l, 0 l s. Now, by Lemma 4.2, we have
If n=2N=0 then condition (ii) is empty. On the other hand, observe that the right hand side of the last equality equals zero if n=2 deg(u)=2N=0. Combining results from (i) and (ii), we conclude that
and the equality holds for nonnegative n. Now, S d can be put in the form
where e=(d, mÂd ) and
By the following identities,
it follows the sums
Combining results on S d, 1 and S d, 2 , we conclude that
and the proof is completed. K
We are now ready to compute the height of 8 m, y (X). Proof. By Lemma 2.2,
For the first sum, by Lemma 4.1, we have
=O( (m)).
By Lemma 4.3, the second sum is
Note that for |d | <(|m'|) 1Â2 , deg(d 2 Âm) 0 and thus
where`A (s)=> P (1& |P| &s ) &1 is the zeta function for F q [T]. By estimates above, we have
. We have
By Lemma 3.5, F(m)= (m)(}(m)+O (1)). Substituting (11) into (10) and combining with (9), we conclude that in Proposition 4.3 for some absolute constants C 1 , C 2 . Also, by examining the arguments in Proposition 4.4, the implicit constant in Proposition 4.4 can be chosen to be C 3 q 3 for some absolute constant C 3 .
THE HEIGHT OF MODULAR POLYNOMIAL
We shall deduce our main theorem (Theorem 5.2) in this section. The idea is to apply Proposition 4.4 and use a simple interpolation method as is used in [6] . The following lemma is a nonarchimedean analogue of the interpolation technique given in [6, Lemma 9].
Lemma 5.1. Let * 1 , * 2 be two positive numbers which are in the value group |C* |. Let y # C be such that 0<* 1 | y| * 2 and let P(X) be a polynomial with degree D and coefficients in C . Then there is a constant c depending on * 1 , * 2 such that |h(P)&log q sup
Proof. Let r 1 , r 2 , ..., r D be roots of P(X) so that
By the maximal modulus principle, there exists an x 0 # C , * 1 |/ 0 | * 2 , such that &P&= |P(x 0 )|. We have the estimate This concludes the proof. K
We now proceed to prove the main theorem. 
Since 8 m (X, Y) is symmetric in X, Y by Theorem 2.1(iii), it follows the modular polynomial 8 m (X, Y) is also of degree (m) in Y. Thus, P i 's are polynomials with degrees at most (m). Let Y= y= j(') where ' satisfies the condition specified in Section 4. To apply Lemma 5.1, we assume further that 0<= 1 = = 2 <1 where = 1 , = 2 are any two fixed rational numbers such that 0<= 1 <= 2 <1. By Lemma 2.3 and assumptions in Section 4 that |'| i =q 1&= , we have deg( j('))=q 2 (1&=+=Âq). Therefore, there exist two numbers * 1 , * 2 in the value group, |C* |, such that * 1 | j(')| * 2 . By Lemma 5.1 h(P i )=log q sup * 1 y * 2 P i ( y)+O( (m)), 
Combining (12), (13), and (14), the height of the modular polynomial is 
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